
“Spelling, the art of correctly assembling words from their letters, is
one of the essential components of successful writing. Being

confident of spelling leads to confidence in all aspects of literacy.”



The students of grades I & II were given a spelling list to facilitate
effective learning and participation. The first round, a dictation
round was conducted in all the classes on 1st January 2018, wherein
all the students participated. The second round for the successful
students was conducted on 8th January 2018. Finally, 32 top scorers
entered the final round of the Competition which was conducted on
15th January 2018.



The programme commenced with the
recitation of a few verses from the Glorious
Quran. This was followed by a scintillating

Welcome Dance performance by the children
of Grade I & II.



The contestants were divided into 4 teams.
Each team consisted of 8 contestants.

The teams were
Passionate Spellers, Precise Spellers, Persistent

Spellers and Powerful Spellers.



There were 6 thrilling rounds -------
Spelling Wizard Round, Skillful Spellers Round, Tic Tac Toe
Round, Pictorial Round, Spelling Train Round and Rapid Fire
Round. The rounds of the Spell Bee Contest held the audience
“Spellbound”. Students participated with great enthusiasm.



The keenly contested competition proved to be a great success. The
valuable learning outcome of the competition resulted in the students
gaining self - confidence, competency over vocabulary and team spirit.

The First Position was bagged by Precise Spellers. Powerful Spellers
secured the second position. The third position was bagged by Passionate
Spellers and the Consolation Position by Persistent Spellers.



The event was witnessed by the Vice Principal (GS)  Mrs. Farhadunissa
and the Headmistress of the KG Section , Mrs. Ayesha Rafai.
Mrs. Kausar Sultana, Headmistress of the block appreciated the efforts
and  commended the  English Department.

The winners were awarded cups and medals by the Vice Principal.
The competition helped in enriching the vocabulary bank of the students.
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